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Explosion limits of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures from nonequilibrium critical points1
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The explosion limits of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures are macroscopic, temperature-pressure bound-
aries that divide the overall chemistry of hydrogen oxidation into slow-burning and explosive regimes.
Here, we demonstrate that it is possible to recover the three chemical explosion limits of H2/O2 mix-
tures from nonequilibrium stochastic trajectories. This demonstration relies on the finding that, in
explosive regimes, these trajectories have the quantitative features of a dynamical phase transition.
Through computer simulations for both a generic and a reduced model for hydrogen oxidation, we
find only one dominant reactive phase at temperatures below the explosion limits. At temperatures
above the limits, however, a second phase transiently emerges from the chemistry. By locating the
pseudo-critical temperature where two reactive phases are distinguishable, we construct all three
explosion-limit boundaries for model hydrogen-oxygen mixtures of finite size.
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I. INTRODUCTION8

Hydrogen combustion is of practical importance in ap-9

plications that include space exploration1 and renewable10

energy.2 The chemically-driven phenomena that underlie11

these applications are also relevant to the efficient com-12

bustion and safe storage of hydrogen.1–5 Hydrogen is an13

appealing source of power because of its high energy den-14

sity and cleanliness compared to petroleum-based fuels.615

Moreover, the chemistry of hydrogen oxidation plays a16

role in the combustion of other fuels.7 Much progress has17

been made in the fundamental understanding of the be-18

havior of hydrogen-oxidizer mixtures, particularly at a19

bulk level of description.8–10 However, without a fully20

developed theory of nonequilibrium statistical mechan-21

ics,11 it is less clear how the microscopic dynamics of22

combustion chemistry translates into bulk behavior.23

It has long been known that the chemistry of hydro-24

gen oxidation depends strongly on pressure, tempera-25

ture, and mixture composition.8 How thermodynamic26

variables control the kinetic and thermal feedback mech-27

anisms underlying ignition is grounded in the “explosion28

limits”.8–10,12,13 Below these limits, H2/O2 mixtures ex-29

perience a steady, slow burn. However, mixtures explode30

upon crossing these boundaries. In the latter regime,31

the pool of radicals proliferates and facilitates further32

decomposition of fuel and oxidizer. The characteristic33

chemicals that proliferate during explosions are the in-34

termediate species (H, O, OH, H2O2 and HO2), which35

lead to water. For hydrogen, the explosion limits have36

a characteristic “Z-shape” structure in the space of tem-37

perature and pressure.9,10,14 Traveling from low to high38

pressure, the individual branches of the “Z” constitute39

the first, second, and third explosion limits, respectively:40

each having their own, unique dominant reactions.41

∗ jason.green@umb.edu

Crossing an explosion limit takes only a small change42

in a thermodynamic field but has a large effect on reac-43

tive behavior and heat release – a response reminiscent44

of phase transitions.15,16 By imposing constant temper-45

ature, which eliminates the contribution of reaction heat46

release during combustion, we have previously demon-47

strated that chemical explosions of H2/O2 mixtures have48

(1) the quantitative features of a first-order dynamical49

phase transition above the second explosion limit and50

(2) that the critical temperature, below which ignition51

does not occur, converges to the second explosion limit52

temperature for sufficiently large systems at one atmo-53

sphere.17 Although explosions necessarily generate heat,54

several works have shown that purely chemical feedback55

mechanisms can produce three explosion limit bound-56

aries.6,14,18 Here, we test the hypothesis that all points57

on these boundaries are critical points with two models58

for hydrogen combustion: one model based on a reduced59

set of elementary reactions and another (generic) model60

that captures some of the essential chemical processes.1461

Over a range of temperatures and pressures, we simu-62

late many trajectories of a reacting H2/O2 system, each63

trajectory being a realization of the solution to the chem-64

ical master equation. We then show that ignition is a65

transient, dynamical phase transition19,20 using trajec-66

tory observables. The results are evidence that previous67

findings are not unique to the reduced model used or the68

second explosion limit.17 Here, after detailing the models69

and methods, we demonstrate an ability to map the “Z-70

shaped” explosion limits for two model mechanisms: evi-71

dence suggesting that macroscopic explosion limits are a72

family of nonequilibrium critical points. Looking ahead,73

if other igniting, fuel-oxidizer mixtures exhibit this phase74

behavior, then the approach we introduce here is a means75

of translating the microscopic chemical events of combus-76

tion chemistry into macroscopic explosion limits.77
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II. MODELS AND SIMULATION METHODS78

Fluctuations in the concentration of intermediates can79

stimulate ignition, so we simulate the stochastic evolu-80

tion of reacting mixtures to investigate the underlying81

microscopic causes of explosion limits.21–23 By explicitly82

accounting for fluctuations of intermediate species, this83

approach differs from traditional chemical kinetic mod-84

eling,12,14,24,25 which is based on mean-field rate equa-85

tions. As a proof-of-principle, we simulate the stochastic86

chemistry of two models for hydrogen combustion: (1) a87

reduced set of elementary H2/O2 reactions and (2) a sym-88

bolic set of elementary steps.14 Previous works demon-89

strated that these, and other, reduced mechanisms have90

three explosion limits.6,7,14,26,27 Since the explosion lim-91

its of these mechanisms are known in the macroscopic92

limit, they can serve as a benchmark to test the hypoth-93

esis that all three limits exhibit the features of a nonequi-94

librium phase transition.95

A. Stochastic simulations of hydrogen oxidation96

We model the stochastic time evolution of a finite num-97

ber of reactant molecules with Gillespie’s exact stochastic98

algorithm.21–23 All systems are initially composed of only99

reactants (H2/O2 or R) in their stoichiometric ratios and100

evolve towards a final state dominated by the product101

(H2O or P). For each temperature-pressure point simu-102

lated, we evolve a minimum of 106 trajectories. Along103

the nonequilibrium pathway to the steady-state, inter-104

mediates are born and destroyed by initiation, propaga-105

tion, branching, and termination. To select the sequence106

of reactions, each elementary step is given a propensity,107

ai. Bimolecular reactions with chemically distinct reac-108

tants have a propensity of kiX1X2/NaV . For termolec-109

ular reactions, the propensity is kiX1X2X3/N
2
aV

2 when110

the reactants are chemically distinct and kiX1X2(X2 −111

1)/2N2
aV

2 when two reactants are identical: the factor112

X(X − 1)/2 avoids overcounting reaction pairs.21,22 In113

all cases, the propensity has units of inverse time. Here,114

Na is Avogadro’s number, V is the volume, and ki is the115

rate coefficient for the ith reaction.116

The propensities are used to determine reaction prob-117

abilities, ai/
∑
m am. A uniform random number deter-118

mines which reaction occurs, the system composition is119

updated by the stoichiometry of the selected reaction,120

and time is updated (tk+1 = tk + τ) by the time be-121

tween reactions, τ = − (
∑
m am)

−1
lnx with x ∈ [0, 1].122

Since the rate coefficients for the symbolic model have no123

units of time, we divide the time between reactions by124

the smallest rate constant such that both timescales are125

unitless to facilitate a comparison of the results for each126

model. The slowest reaction in both models is initiation,127

so we use the scaled time t/τmax with τmax = 1/kinitation128

for both models.129

B. Reduced model for hydrogen oxidation130

The reduced model14 we use to simulate the overall
reaction 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O has seven irreversible reac-
tions:

H2 + O2
k1−−→ H + HO2 (R1)

H + O2
k2−−→ O + OH (R2)

O + H2
k3−−→ H + OH (R3)

H2 + OH
k4−−→ H + H2O (R4)

H + O2 + M
k5−−→ HO2 + M (R5)

HO2 + H2
k6−−→ H2O2 + H (R6)

H2O2 + M
k7−−→ 2 OH + M. (R7)

Initiation of a radical carrying chain, through R1, pro-131

vides the initial radical(s) needed for ignition. Reactions132

2 and 3 are low to medium pressure branching reactions133

and are important to the first and second explosion lim-134

its. Reaction 4 is the chain propagation step and the only135

reaction that produces water. The gas-phase (nominal)136

termination step, R5, is mainly responsible for suppress-137

ing ignition near the second limit. At high pressure, R6138

can feed directly into R7 and sustain branching. Because139

these last two reactions require sufficiently high pressure140

to occur, they become significant in the kinetics at the141

third limit.142

In this mechanism, the species M represents any gas-143

phase collision partner. We approximate the concentra-144

tion, [M], with the ideal gas law, p/RT .28 All systems145

begin as a stoichiometric mixture of H2 and O2. As146

is common in the combustion literature,6,9,14,18,23,27 the147

rate coefficient, ki, for the ith gas-phase reaction is cal-148

culated using the modified Arrhenius equation,149

ki(T ) = AiT
δie−Ea,i/RT , (1)

where Ai is the pre-exponential factor, T is the temper-150

ature in Kelvin, δi is the temperature-dependence ex-151

ponent, Ea,i is the activation energy, and R is the mo-152

lar gas constant. To model the dependence of reactions153

R5 and R7 on pressure, we use the Lindemann form:154

ki = [M]−1
(
1/k∞ + 1/k0[M]

)−1
, where the subscripts155

indicate infinitely high and zero pressure limits of ki. Ad-156

ditionally, we treat all third-body species as having the157

same enhancement coefficient.158

We model the wall termination of H and HO2 with159

rate constants that depend on the features of the reaction160

vessel,161

kwall =
1

4
εν̄
S

V
, (2)

including the fraction of wall collisions that successfully162

terminate the radical, ε, known as the “sticking coeffi-163

cient”. We take the value of ε to be 10−3 for H and164

3×10−3 for HO2. Here, ν̄ is the average thermal veloc-165

ity of gas-phase molecules given by
√

8kBT/πMm, where166

kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in167
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Kelvin, and Mm is the molar mass of the terminating168

species. The propensity of wall termination reactions is169

taken to be kwallXj . We model our system as a spheri-170

cal container with a surface area to volume ratio, S/V ,171

of 3/r and a fixed radius, r, of 0.074 cm. We only in-172

clude the wall termination of H and HO2 because, as173

was shown previously for this model,14 the destruction of174

these species is sufficient to suppress the chain-branching175

and give the first and third limits, respectively.176

While our aim is to test the hypothesis that the entire177

Z-shaped explosion boundary is composed of nonequilib-178

rium critical points, the accuracy of the third explosion179

limit, in particular, requires further comment. It is well-180

known that the third limit is highly sensitive to the ele-181

mentary reactions in the model; namely, those involving182

HO2 and H2O2, as we have seen in molecular dynam-183

ics simulations.29 It has been discussed recently that the184

models here, and the Lindemann form of the pressure de-185

pendence of the rate-constants for R5 and R7, reduce the186

accuracy of the explosion limits.6,14,27,30 As is commonly187

done in deriving explosion limits from mass-action rate188

equations, our simulations neglect heat release, which can189

also affect the location of the third explosion limit, and190

treat systems as well-mixed. These conditions, however,191

do not invalidate the proof-of-principle that explosion192

limits emerge – and can be extracted – from stochastic193

trajectories without mass-action rate equations.194

C. Symbolic model for hydrogen oxidation195

The second model14 we consider is a symbolic model
that consists of six irreversible reactions:

2 R
k′1−−→ C (R′1)

C + R
k′2−−→ 2 C + P (R′2)

C + 2 R
k′3−−→ D + R (R′3)

D + R
k′4−−→ 2 C + P (R′4)

C
k′5−−→ P (R′5)

D
k′6−−→ P. (R′6)

The species R represents the reactants (e.g., H2 and O2),196

C and D are the low and high pressure radical chain carri-197

ers (representing H, H2O2, and HO2), and P is the stable198

product analogous to H2O. Reaction 1 is the chain initia-199

tion step, which generates the first radical needed to be-200

gin the branching process. Reaction 2 is the low-pressure201

branching reaction, and Reaction 3 is the corresponding202

gas-phase termination of the low pressure radical, C. Re-203

action 4 represents the high pressure branching step for204

the termination product of Reaction 3; branching from205

species D only occurs at high pressures, so at intermedi-206

ate and low pressures, it is preferentially terminated on207

the wall. Reactions 5 and 6 are the wall termination re-208

actions for C and D, which are important in the first and209

third explosions limits, respectively.210
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t = 0.05τmax

t = 0.1τmax
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t = 0.007τmax

t = 0.009τmax

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Histograms of intensive activity for the symbolic
model at a pressure of 100 Pascals and a temperature of
(a) 740 Kelvin, below the explosion temperature, and (b)
760 Kelvin, above the explosion temperature. All histograms
are from a sample of 106 trajectories. In (a), the distribu-
tion initially peaks at low activity and remains unimodal as
time progresses. In (b), the distribution still initially peaks
at a low activity but is transiently bimodal with equal peak
heights at t∗. Both models exhibit the qualitative behavior
illustrated by these histograms (with different temperatures
and pressures marking the onset of bimodality).

Following Ref. [14], the rate coefficients for each re-211

action are: k′1 = 10−6, k′2 = 105e−9000/T , k′3 = 1.0,212

k′4 = 105e−16000/T , and k′5 = k′6 = 0.01, where T is213

the temperature in Kelvin. Note that the second and214

fourth rate constants are in a modified Arrhenius form to215

model their temperature dependence. This form differs216

slightly from the traditional equation because the numer-217

ator inside the exponent is not an activation energy but218

rather an activation temperature with units of Kelvin.219

We do not use the Lindemann equation to account for the220

pressure dependence of the symbolic reaction rate coeffi-221

cients. However, the propensities are pressure dependent222

through the volume term in the propensity for bimolecu-223

lar and termolecular reactions. Reaction R′3, for example,224

is termolecular and its propensity is proportional to the225

square of the pressure. The propensities of bimolecular226

reactions vary linearly with pressure.227

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION228

A. Bimodality of trajectory observables229

During each trajectory, the initial reactants are turned230

into intermediate chain carriers that terminate to form231

product(s). To characterize these dynamical histories232

through the space of compositions, we use the dynamical233

activity, K. We define K = K[x(tobs)] as the number of234

reactions occurring in a mixture ofN molecules (initially)235

at a pressure p and temperature T over an observation236

time 0 ≤ t ≤ tobs, K[x(tobs)] =
∑
i 1(∆ti). The indicator237

function 1(∆ti) = 1 if a reaction event occurs and is zero238

otherwise. We divide tobs uniformly into intervals, ∆t,239

apply the indicator function in each, and sum over time240
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intervals to get the activity. In the transient combustion241

reaction, the activity is not extensive in time; the activ-242

ity grows over the course of a trajectory but reaches a243

fixed value when the reaction is complete. This behavior244

is also found in other irreversible hydrogen combustion245

mechanisms.17246

The temporal behavior of the activity reflects the un-247

derlying chemistry and, so, depends on whether the248

macroscopic conditions are above or below the explosion249

limits. Below the explosion limits, intermediates termi-250

nate soon after forming; the temporal profile of the cu-251

mulative number of reactions – the activity, K – tends to252

steadily increase in most trajectories until the reaction253

is complete. The activity tends to grow more rapidly254

at higher temperatures and pressures. Above the limits,255

some intermediates (e.g., the radicals H, OH and HO2)256

accumulate in significant quantities: the peak amounts,257

specifically, are dependent on pressure and temperature.258

Because of the proliferation of radicals, the activity un-259

dergoes a rapid jump, indicating an (auto)ignition event.260

By the end of the trajectories, the product(s) dominate261

the mixture, reactions cease, and the activity plateaus.262

The ensemble of trajectories characterizes the overall263

reaction. From our sample of this ensemble, we find the264

histograms of the activity are also dramatically differ-265

ent above and below the explosion limits, as shown in266

Fig. 1. Below the explosion limits, there is a single peak267

in the activity distribution consistent with the slow burn-268

ing of the mixture and the absence of ignition, Fig. 1a.269

Above the explosion limits, however, the trajectory en-270

semble exhibits the signatures of a transient dynamical271

phase transition. These signatures appear in the inte-272

grated activity of all the trajectories between 600 and273

1000 Kelvin and 101 to 2×106 Pascals for both the re-274

duced model and the symbolic model. Above the three275

explosion limits, a prominent feature of the activity dis-276

tribution is the transient coexistence of two peaks. We277

denote the time that these peak heights are equal as t∗,278

Fig. 1b. At times before or after t∗, the distribution may279

be unimodal. In contrast, trajectory ensembles at tem-280

perature and pressure outside the explosive conditions281

never display bimodality at any time.282

B. Coexistence of autoigniting and non-igniting283

dynamical phases284

We assign the trajectories associated with the two285

peaks in the activity distribution to a dynamical phase.286

Each phase corresponds roughly to the progress of the287

overall reaction exhibited in that phase: there is an au-288

toigniting “active” phase associated with the maximal289

peak height at Ka = Nκa and a slow burning “inac-290

tive” phase associated with the lower activity peak at291

Ki = Nκi. Here, κi and κa are the most probable ac-292

tivity density (activity per molecule) for the active and293

inactive phases. These two peaks in the activity distri-294

bution reflect the transient bi-stability and coexistence295

FIG. 2. Representative dynamical phase diagram for tem-
peratures near the first explosion limit for the symbolic hy-
drogen model at 100 Pascals (N = 103 molecules initially).
The sharp boundary marks the coexistence of the inactive
and active phases at the characteristic time t∗ when the inac-
tive and active peaks heights are equal. For a given pressure,
the pseudo-critical temperature (and time) is where the ac-
tive and inactive peaks are indistinguishable (approximately
750 Kelvin). The pseudo-critical temperatures coincide with
the explosion limit temperatures for each pressure. The re-
duced model has a qualitatively similar phase diagram (not
shown).

of two dynamical phases. A map of the coexistence of296

these phases or “dynamical phase diagram” is shown in297

Fig. 2 for conditions near the first explosion limit for the298

symbolic model.299

To understand the origin of the bistability, we sep-300

arately analyze the high and low activity trajectories.301

First, each dynamical phase has a distinct composition302

of chemical species and reactions for both models. For303

example, mixtures at t∗ that reside in low activity tra-304

jectories are largely composed of reactants, H2/O2 or R.305

High activity trajectories, however, are composed mostly306

of products, H2O or P. Second, the mole fractions of each307

species in the active and inactive trajectories reflect the308

frequency of reactions and overall progress of the reac-309

tion. The low activity (inactive phase) trajectories are310

dominated by termination reactions (R5, wall termina-311

tions, R′3, R′5, and R′6) that annihilate radicals, while the312

high activity (active phase) trajectories are dominated by313

branching reactions (R3, R4, R6, R7, R′2, and R′4) that314

create radicals and water.315

The unique time t∗ at which dynamical phases coexist316

depends strongly on pressure and temperature. Using317

temperature, pressure, and time as control variables, we318

map the most probable activity per molecule, K/N . The319

resulting phase diagram in Fig. 2 shows a jump from320

κi to κa in the most probable activity per molecule at321

t∗. Because the long-time limit of the activity is linearly322

extensive in the number of molecules, the density K/N323

has an approximate range of [0, 2.0]. Just above the phase324
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A map of ∆K/N at t∗ in temperature-pressure space
shows the “Z-shaped” explosion limits for the (a) symbolic
and (b) reduced models. On the high temperature side of
the explosion boundary, two dynamical phases will coexist
transiently. For a given pressure, the lowest temperature
with a measurable difference between activity peak heights,
∆K/N = κa − κi, is approximately the pseudo-critical tem-
perature, Tc(N). Over the range of pressures here, the family
of pseudo-critical temperatures agrees well with the asymp-
totic explosion limits (dashed lines) and marks the thermo-
dynamic conditions where mixtures can ignite.

boundary, >95% of trajectories are in the active phase,325

and just below the boundary, >95% of trajectories are in326

the inactive phase. Crossing the coexistence boundary327

by increasing time or temperature causes a switch in the328

most abundant dynamical phase from inactive to active.329

Along the phase boundary, the active and inactive330

peaks are of equal height. A similar diagram results,331

however, using the “equal area rule”.31 Moving along the332

coexistence line in the direction of increasing time, the333

distance between the peak heights, ∆K = Ka −Ki at t∗334

measures the activity change that accompanies the sud-335

den burst of reactions upon ignition. We show the sepa-336

ration between activity peaks in Fig. 3 for the two models337

across all simulated T and p. This quantity measures the338

“latent activity” associated with the transformation of a339

gaseous mixture over a small time window. The magni-340

tude of ∆K depends on the dominant reactive pathway,341

unique to each model and, within the model, depends on342

the reactions taking place at each limit. In essence, ∆K343

is a measure of the difference in the progress of the overall344

reaction between the inactive and active trajectories.345

The magnitude of ∆K is zero when only one peak346

exists in the temporal profile of the activity; otherwise,347

there is a second activity peak and ∆K > 0. The dif-348

ference in activity ∆K between the two phases shrinks349

moving down the coexistence line. Ultimately, ∆K →350

0 and vanishes at the pseudo-critical point, the time-351

temperature point corresponding to the loss of bimodal-352

ity in the activity distribution. The temperature corre-353

sponds to the previously reported explosion limit temper-354

ature for both of these models.14 From a visual inspec-355

tion of the reaction counts, trajectories below the critical356

point exhibit reaction patterns with repeated initiation357

and termination, which prevents sustained branching and358

the growth of the radical pool. Above the critical tem-359

perature at a given pressure, the evolution of trajectories360

transitions from repeated initiation and termination to361

having periods of sustained branching and propagation.362

The low activity trajectories have a long ignition delay363

as a result of frequent termination reactions and the high364

activity trajectories undergo a large jump in activity over365

a short amount of time as a result of sustained branching.366

102
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FIG. 4. The intensive susceptibility, χ(t)/N , as a function of
time. Data shown are for 106 trajectories above the explosion
limit at 100 Pascals and 760 Kelvin for the symbolic model;
these data are representative of the behavior of both mod-
els above their respective explosion limits. The susceptibility
concentrates around tχ upon increasing the initial number of
molecules, N , in the mixture. The scaling of the statistical
parameters of these data, such as the height and temporal lo-
cation of the peak, correspond to those of a first-order phase
transition above the explosion limit. For example, the maxi-
mum susceptibility scales as O(N2) above the explosion limit
and as O(N) below.
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FIG. 5. Scaling of the susceptibility, χ(t,N), with the initial number of molecules (N , system size) for the symbolic (a-d) and
reduced (e-h) models near the first explosion limit. The scaling of (a,e) the maximum susceptibility, (b,f) the temporal location
of the maximum susceptibility, and (c,g) the full width of the susceptibility at half the maximum. The scaling behavior of these
observables changes abruptly across the explosion temperature at 100 Pascals: 750 K for the symbolic model and 830 K for
the reduced model; the scaling above the explosion limit is consistent with a first-order dynamical phase transition at t∗ and
T ∗ above Tc(N). The scaling exponents exhibit a crossover (d) at 750 K for the symbolic and (h) at 830 K for the reduced
model. These crossover temperatures are consistent with previously reported explosion limits at the first limit.14

The main result here is that the temperatures and367

pressures where ∆K becomes nonzero correspond to the368

points on all three explosion limits for both the reduced369

hydrogen and symbolic models. This result is apparent370

in Fig 3, which shows ∆K/N for ensembles of trajec-371

tories over a range of temperature and pressure. It is372

clear that these maps have the well-known “Z-shaped”.373

For comparison, the asymptotic explosion limits are also374

shown (dashed lines). They are conditions where the375

rates of radical proliferation and termination are in bal-376

ance. These macroscopic limits derive from the rate con-377

stants for the key elementary reactions at each limit. For378

example, the asymptotic line for the second limit in the379

reduced model is when 2k2/k5 = [M]. When the rate of380

radical branching through R2 is greater than its termi-381

nation through R5, the system will explode at intermedi-382

ate pressures.14 The asymptotic limits for the symbolic383

model are k′5/k
′
2, k′2/k

′
4, and k′2/k

′
3 for the first, second,384

and third limits, respectively. For the reduced mech-385

anism, these limits are kH/k2, 2k2/k5, kHO2
/k6, where386

kHO2
and kH are the rate coefficients for the wall termi-387

nation reactions. The data in Fig 3 show that for both388

models the boundaries identified through stochastic sim-389

ulations compare well to these asymptotic boundaries.390

They also show that, while reactions in the symbolic391

model do not have a Lindemann pressure dependence,392

both models are in qualitative agreement with each other393

and have three explosion boundaries.394

C. Finite-size scaling of activity fluctuations395

As further evidence that explosion limits are dynam-396

ical phase transitions, we analyze the finite-size scaling397

of activity fluctuations.31,32 For all systems, we analyze398

the variance of the activity or susceptibility, χ(t,N) =399

〈K2〉 − 〈K〉2, where 〈. . .〉 indicates an average over tra-400

jectories. The evolution of the susceptibility over time401

depends on whether the temperature and pressure are402

above or below the explosion limit. Above the explosion403

limit, for example, the susceptibility in activity evolves404

from zero (at the start of the reaction) through a max-405

imum value (during ignition) before decaying to a fixed406

value at long times (Fig. 4).407

Several features of this peak in the susceptibility char-408

acterize the dynamical phase transition: the maximum409

susceptibility, time of maximum susceptibility, and the410

full width at half maximum (FWHM). The scaling of411

these features indicates whether there is one phase or412

two coexisting phases. Fig. 5 shows their dependence413

on system size, N , for temperatures above and below414

the explosion temperatures for both models at 100 Pas-415

cals in system sizes ranging from N = 103 to 106. As a416

function of N and temperature, the maximum suscepti-417

bility has a linear dependence on N , χmax = O(N) be-418

low the explosion temperature. This scaling is consistent419

with the existence of a single phase and the unimodal-420

ity of the activity distribution. However, upon crossing421
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the explosion temperature, the maximum susceptibility422

becomes proportional to the square of the system size,423

χmax = O(N2), indicating bimodality and the coexis-424

tence of two phases. Above the explosion temperature,425

the time of max susceptibility, tχ and the FWHM show426

the scaling we expect for a first order phase transition,427

analogous to that of water along the liquid-vapor coexis-428

tence line: the time of max susceptibility and the FWHM429

transition from being proportional to N0 below the crit-430

ical temperature to N−1 above.431

Fig. 5d shows the scaling exponent of these observables432

versus temperature to show their non-linear dependence433

on N upon passing through the critical point. Interest-434

ingly, the crossover in the finite-size scaling exponents435

is not particularly sharp. We also note that the scaling436

exponents of the symbolic model crossover more quickly437

across the explosion limits than the scaling exponents438

of the reduced model, which change slowly for tχ and439

FWHM. We have also analyzed the finite-size scaling for440

another reduced model of hydrogen oxidation near the441

second explosion limit.17 From these three models, it ap-442

pears the crossover sharpness depends on the model and443

that models with fewer competing reactions seem to pro-444

duce a sharper crossover. This effect could be statistical445

in origin, since models with fewer possible reaction paths446

must necessarily have less variation in their composition447

of reactions. More work is necessary to establish this448

observation, however.449

The model here, and the nonequilibrium phase tran-450

sition it exhibits, is similar to the branching process33451

in that it lacks spatial degrees of freedom and, there-452

fore, does not have a correlation length.34 At equilibrium,453

there are quantities that diverge at the critical point. In454

these zero-dimensional models for hydrogen combustion,455

while there is no correlation length, the branching time456

does diverge. At the explosion limits, the characteris-457

tic branching time diverges because tB = 1/(k3 - k5[M]).458

The denominator here is the condition for the asymp-459

totic explosion limits, which must be equal to zero along460

the asymptotic lines.8,14 Since the characteristic time to461

produce radicals diverges, it is then reasonable to expect462

that the ignition-delay time would also diverge as a result463

of the balance of branching and termination rates at the464

asymptotic explosion limits.35465

IV. CONCLUSIONS466

To summarize, the trajectory ensembles of reacting hy-467

drogen systems exhibits two dynamical phases at and468

above all three of the explosion limits of two models for469

chemically-driven explosions; below these limits, the tra-470

jectory ensemble has a unimodal activity distribution.471

The coexistence of these two phases and the scaling of472

the activity fluctuations above the critical temperature473

and pressure show that the dynamical phase transition is474

first order. From the temperature-time dynamical phase475

diagrams, the coexistence of these two phases terminates476

at a pseudo-critical point – the lowest temperature where477

these phases are distinguishable. The family of these crit-478

ical points over a range of pressure is the well-known “Z-479

shaped” explosion diagram known for hydrogen combus-480

tion in chemical kinetics. It remains to be seen whether481

explosion limits of other fuels might also be recovered482

through this methodology. Looking ahead, it would also483

be of interest to model the energy released as heat during484

the reaction and increase the accuracy of the third explo-485

sion limit predicted by the models we adopted here. Fur-486

thermore, the method of mapping explosion limit bound-487

aries from nonequilibrium pseudo-critical points is inde-488

pendent of the commonly used mass-action rate theories489

and so, in principle, could lead to the determination of490

explosion boundaries from molecular dynamics simula-491

tions.29492
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All three explosion limits of hydrogen oxidation are nonequilibrium critical

points that terminate the coexistence of slow-burning and autoigniting

dynamical phases.
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